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Colocation Market

The data center colocation reduces the

overall IT cost of enterprises, which is

expected to drive the growth of the data

center colocation market.

PORTLAND, PORTLAND, OR, UNITED

STATE, October 3, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Depending on

the type, retail colocation dominated

the data center colocation market

share in 2020, and is expected to

continue this trend during the forecast

period. The growth of the segment is

attributed to numerous benefits

provided by this type such as managed

service which results in lower costs of

maintenance of data center, high

security of data, and others. 

However, the wholesale colocation segment is expected to witness the highest growth in the

upcoming years, as the wholesale colocation allows organizations to deploy thousands of

servers at one location and provide high-density computing, which notably contributes to the

growth of the global market.
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On the basis of enterprise size, a large-scale organization dominated the data center colocation

market share and is expected to continue this growth during the forecast period. This growth is

attributed to the heavy investment of large-scale organizations in data centers. Also, the growing

requirement for heavy data storage in large-scale organizations drives the data center colocation

market globally. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/338


However, the small and medium scale organization recorded the highest growing segment due

to the major shift of small and medium scale businesses toward digitization and adoption of the

internet of things in regular operation which creates a high amount of data, which drives the

market globally.

The COVID-19 outbreak has had a positive impact on the growth of the data center colocation

industry as data center colocation technologies are helping enterprises to address the extensive

capacity demand of data storage and data transfer. The rapid spread of COVID-19 has

considerably increased data traffic. 
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In addition, an upsurge has been observed in the storage volume requirement due to the

pandemic driven by the proliferation of emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI),

big data, and the Internet of things (IoT). This will continue to drive the data center colocation

investments across the global market. 

The industry players such as Amazon, Google, Facebook, and NTT communication continue to

spend on data center colocation. For instance, in January 2020, NTT communication set up its

data center colocation facility in the Honolulu, Hawaii islands in the Pacific ocean. There is a

growing need to ensure the data center colocation service providers are having enough ability

and capacity to deliver data center colocation with high performance during the increased traffic

demand. 

Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic is opportunistic for the data center colocation market growth

as data center colocation help organization enable their business objective. The data center

colocation industry is observing growing popularity and attention of researchers in both industry

and academia as a means to data searching costs and produce revenue streams for service

providers due to the features of networking. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, organizations that deployed data center colocation earlier have

been able to quickly adjust to the new partners and business requirements that were resulting

due to work-from-home mandates. Data center colocation help organizations cope with the

ongoing pandemic and maintain economically positive operations.

LIMITED-TIME OFFER - Buy Now & Get Exclusive Discount on this Report

This report gives an in-depth profile of some key market players in the data center colocation

market, which include CHINA TELECOM CORPORATION LIMITED, CoreSite Realty Corporation,

CYRUS ONE INC, CYXTERA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., DIGITAL REALTY TRUST, INC., EQUINIX, INC.,

Global Switch, KDDI CORPORATION, and NTT Communications Corporation. This study includes

data center colocation market trends, data center colocation market analysis, and future

estimations to determine the imminent investment pockets.
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Key Findings Of The Study:

•  By type, the retail colocation segment dominated the data center colocation market in 2020.

However, the wholesale colocation segment is expected to exhibit significant growth during the

forecast period.

•  On the basis of enterprise size, the large-scale segment accounted for the highest revenue of

the data center colocation market size in 2020; however, the small and medium-scale segment is

expected to witness the highest growth rate during the forecast period.

•  Depending on the industry vertical, the IT and telecommunication segment generated the

highest revenue in 2020. However, the media and entertainment segment is expected to witness

the highest growth rate in the near future.

•  Region-wise, the data center colocation market was dominated by North America. However,

Asia-Pacific is expected to witness significant growth in the coming years.

For Report Customization: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-for-
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Thanks for reading this article; you can also get individual chapter-wise sections or region-wise

report versions like North America, Europe, or Asia.

If you have any special requirements, please let us know and we will offer you the report as per

your requirements.

Lastly, this report provides market intelligence most comprehensively. The report structure has

been kept such that it offers maximum business value. It provides critical insights into the

market dynamics and will enable strategic decision-making for the existing market players as

well as those willing to enter the market.
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achieving sustainable growth in their respective market domains.

Pawan Kumar, the CEO of Allied Market Research, is leading the organization toward providing

high-quality data and insights. We are in professional corporate relations with various

companies. This helps us dig out market data that helps us generate accurate research data

tables and confirm utmost accuracy in our market forecasting. Every data company in the

domain is concerned. Our secondary data procurement methodology includes deep presented

in the reports published by us and is extracted through primary interviews with top officials from

leading online and offline research and discussion with knowledgeable professionals and

analysts in the industry.
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